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On 30th October’20, Vedanta Resources launched Vedanta Spark, a global corporate 
innovation and ventures program to solve key business challenges in partnership with 
next-gen technology start-ups. The program aims to invite, engage and build a start-up 
ecosystem which can bring in innovative and sustainable ideas by leveraging digital 
technologies to help reduce cost, increase productivity and volume, and improve over-
all health, safety and environment (HSE) performance of the company across various 
businesses.

 

The program covers 16 verticals that have the potential to propel Vedanta’s businesses 
aspirations. It includes 360 degree Sustainability & Excellence in HSE, Operational 
Excellence (Volume, Recovery & Efficiency Improvement, Asset Optimization and Pre-
dictive Maintenance), Exploration, Mining & Blasting, Quality Excellence/Customer 
Technical Services (CTS), Wealth from Waste (WOW), Optimized Logistics & Supply Chain 
Management, Value-Added Product Development, CSR & Community Development, 
Project Management, Outsourced Partner Management Excellence, Oil & Gas Decline 
Management, Digital Buying & Selling, Legal and Compliance Management, Employee 
Engagement and Industrial Security.

Customers can explore and read more about this novel initiative at
https://www.vedantaspark.com
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Aluminium

CEO's MESSAGE

PRODUCT CORNER

Aluminium 6xxx has a very versatile chemical constituent which provides strength 
without compromising on the ductility of the material. With certain tweaks in the 
chemical constituents, Al-6xxx can serve a variety of purposes. 

Billet extruders look for a material fluid enough to extrude easily and is capable of 
delivering desired strength after extrusion. Higher fluidity of the material enables it to 
be extruded at a faster speed with less energy input. 

The productivity rate of the extruders is largely dependent on the extrusion speed of the 
material. High-Speed Billets (HSB) enable that, with less energy requirements since they 
can be extruded at a low extrusion breakout pressure. The die life of the extrusion press 
also increases as a result. Optimized homogenization process in combination with 
stringent control of chemical alloying is instrumental in developing this product.

Homogenizing is a heat treatment process through which Vedanta achieves uniformity 
in microstructure of alloys by getting rid of concentrated micro irregularities formed in 
alloys during crystallization. Homogenization improves the technological plasticity of 
alloys, increases stability of mechanical properties and decreases their directionality.

Homogenization of aluminium billets, performed after casting, consists of three steps – 
heating, soaking and cooling. First, the billets are heated close to their solidus tempera-
ture, which is determined by the alloy chemistry and downstream requirement. Once 
temperature is attained, billets are kept in that temperature to soak for a given period, 
which ensures that all of their alloying elements come out in the solid solution. During 
this phase, the needle-like brittle AlFeSi β phase transforms into a more spherical α 
phase giving the billet more plastic deformation capability. The next step is cooling the 
billet. Cooling plays a vital role in the homogenization process. It is the cooling rate that 
determines the fineness and uniformity of dispersion of the precipitates and aids in 
precipitation hardening. 

This is schematically shown in the Time-Tem-
perature-Transformation diagram in Figure 1. 
Homogenized billets extrude easier, faster and 
give better surface finish and higher tensile 
properties than as-cast billets.

Billet producers can choose between conven-
tional batch or modern continuous homogeniz-
ing furnaces. Where batch furnaces provide 
more flexibility in alloy and size usability, continuous furnaces offer superior control 
over temperature, higher throughput and better process control. 

Vedanta offers both batch and continuous homogenization processes depending on the 
customer requirements. Quality parameters are monitored at every step to ensure tem-
perature distribution across the material remains uniform for the best optimization. 

The effects of the alloying elements added to the aluminum are mentioned in Table 1.

Vedanta’s High-Speed Billets (HSB) have been engineered for extruders following strin-
gent process parameters for achieving the best fluidity. On the Magnesium vs Silicon 
graph, the billet composition is schematically shown in Figure 1.

This particular chemical composition, 
represented as the yellow zone of the 
schematic, allows the material to have 
the best optimized properties for 
extruders. Apart from these chemistry 
modifications, the homogenization 
and cooling practices have also been 
optimized for aluminium microstruc-
ture control, thus resulting in superior 
properties.

 

The Al-Si precipitates which form in the mate-
rial get impacted owing to the improved pro-
cessing. The distribution of the precipitates 
across the material and their morphology 
have been modified so that the material can 
be extruded faster. Precipitate morphology 
change usually follows pattern (a) showed in 
Figure 2, but in case of HSB, pattern (b) is 
followed which imparts unique properties to 
the billets.

PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS

Figure 3 exhibits how HSB (V1 and V2 are different variants of HSB) can be extruded at a 
higher speed compared to regular billets. Even at lower speeds, the extrusion breakout 
pressure decreases for HSB. These billets can be extruded at 1.8 times the average extru-
sion speed without compromising on the mechanical attributes of the product, enabling 
extruders to attain much higher productivity rates on the usage of these billets. Industri-
al trials indicate a 30% improvement in production rate for the customer which in turn 
results in lower costs of production for the billet extruder.  

Vedanta has brought together advanced R&D technologies, state-of-the-art smelting & 
casting facilities and best-in-class production practices to develop these High-Speed 
Billets, carefully tailored for extruders who aim to increase their production rate without 
compromising on the quality of their products. 

"India has tremendous primary production and downstream 
processing capacities which provide an excellent thriving 
base for developing our natural resources sector. As India's 
largest aluminium producer, Vedanta is well-positioned to 
leverage this opportunity.”

Ajay Kapur
Chief Executive O�cer
Vedanta Ltd., Aluminium & Power Business

HIGH SPEED ALUMINIUM BILLETS

ALUMINIUM MARKET OUTLOOK

MEDIA COVERAGE

Vedanta Aluminium & Power, a part of Vedanta Limited, is India’s largest producer of aluminium, 
producing 1.9 million tonnes per annum (MTPA) in FY20. Vedanta Limited operates a 2 MTPA 
(million tonnes per annum) capacity alumina refinery in Lanjigarh (Kalahandi district, Odisha), 
India since 2007 and an associated 90 MW captive power plant. The refinery feeds Vedanta’s 
Aluminium smelters at Jharsuguda in Odisha and at BALCO in Korba, Chhattisgarh. Vedanta 
Aluminium & Power operates two smelters in Jharsuguda, Odisha, and Korba, Chhattisgarh, with 
a combined capacity of 2.2 MTPA. Its power business includes the Mansa (Punjab) based 
Talwandi Sabo Power Limited (TSPL), a wholly owned subsidiary of Vedanta Ltd. Vedanta 
Aluminium & Power is a leader in value-added aluminium products that find critical 
applications in core industries. It prides itself in having one of the largest technically qualified, 
diverse and vibrant workforces in the country spread across its four assets. With its world-class 
smelters, power plants and alumina refinery spread across India, the company fulfills its 
mission of spurring emerging applications of aluminium as the ‘Metal of the Future’ for a 
greener tomorrow.

For more information please log on to https://www.vedantalimited.com

GET IN TOUCH

Visit

http://marketing.vedantaaluminium.com/

https://vital.vedantaconnect.com/

ABOUT VEDANTA ALUMINIUM AND POWER

DISCLAIMER

The information contained in this newsletter is not advice and should not be treated as such. We do not claim that the information in the 
newsletter is useful, correct, appropriate or advantageous in any particular situation. You must not rely on the information provided in the 
newsletter as an alternative to marketing, financial, legal or any other professional advice from an appropriately qualified professional. If 

you have any specific questions regarding such manner, you should consult an appropriately qualified professional.

The 3 – month LME price is set to drop, due to the gloomy investor sentiment and Chi-
nese surplus in Q1 2021. As a result, market expects a low of $1,740 /t in Q1 2021 and sus-
tained low prices through the entire CY 2021 up to CY 2022. Experts predict a surplus of 
3.2 Mt in 2020, primarily outside China and mostly having occurred in Q2. Stocks will con-
tinue to rise till 2022, reaching the highest level relative to consumption since 2013. As 
far as China is concerned, primary aluminium imports in 2020 reached nearly 900,000 
tonnes, marking a 11-year high in 2020. Analysts forecast China will return to be a net 
exporter of primary aluminium by end of 2021. However, exports of semis will continue 
to struggle.

News Update
•   US President Donald Trump has issued a proclamation removing the 10% duties on 

non-alloyed unwrought aluminium from Canada. But he warned that he would rein-
state them if there was an increase in imports from the northern neighbour.

•   Multi Commodity Exchange (MCX), India’s leading commodity bourse, launched Base 
Metals Index ‘METLDEX’, India’s first base metals futures index on 19th Oct’20. The 
Base Metals Index will track real-time performance of a basket of MCX Base Metal 
(near month) futures, viz. zinc, copper, nickel, lead, and aluminium.

•   In a bid to attract more investments in the state and increase employment opportuni-
ties, Maharashtra has held discussions with electric car major Tesla and invited the 
company to invest in the state, weeks after the American firm revealed its plans to 
enter the Indian market in 2021.

•   The sales volume of the Indian automotive industry is on a free fall, however, there has 
been a sequential recovery month over month in segments like passenger vehicles, 
two-wheelers and tractors, according to the analysts of the credit rating agency ICRA.

IGNITING THE FUTURE

•   THE ENGINEERING BEHIND HIGH SPEED ALUMINIUM BILLETS

A new foam made of aluminium metal has been developed by scientists at the Peters-
burg Polytechnic University of Russia. This buoyant and porous aluminium foam has the 
capability to make any ship that uses the material, virtually unsinkable if the water 
leaks don’t exceed the buoyancy of the foam. The university’s team of scientists created 
aluminium foam by adding foaming gas into liquid metal during re-melting of
aluminium. This porous material can be utilized to increase the sti�ness of the struc-
ture as well as boost sound and heat insulation properties.  Due to the holes in the 
aluminium foam, it is possible for researchers to increase the thickness of the metal 
while maintaining the same weight as before. This material creates plenty of new oppor-
tunities for watercra�t manufacturers, for an unsinkable boat will undoubtedly have 
customers looking to buy this innovative material. Aluminium foam can also open up 
new ways for aluminium manufacturers to rethink their product strategy to capitalize 
on emerging opportunities.

DID YOU KNOW ?

With 430 KTPA production capacity, Vedanta is India’s largest domestic supplier and 
exporter of homogenized aluminium billets.

DID YOU KNOW ?

Figure 1: Mg vs Si schematic diagram for Al-6xxx

Figure 2: Silicon modification

Figure 3: Extrusion Breakout Pressure vs Extrusion Speed

Figure 1

HOMOGENIZATION,
FOR BETTER PROPERTIES & FINISH
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ALLOY 
COMPOSITION EFFECTS

IRON Aids in beta particle formation, also adds to strength.

SILICON
Reduces melting temperature and improves fluidity. In combination with 
magnesium it produces a precipitation hardening heat-treatable alloy. 

MAGNESIUM
Increases strength through solid solution strengthening and improves their 
strain hardening ability. 

MANGANESE
Positively catalyzes the rate of transformation and break up of as-cast beta Fe- 
particles in broken up alpha. 

COPPER
Provides substantial increase in strength and facilitates precipitation 
hardening. It can also be added to impart matte finish to the extruded product.

CHROMIUM Reduces stress corrosion susceptibility and improves toughness. 

Table 1
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